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Introduction
Connected vehicle (CV) is an emerging paradigm, driven by recent advancements in vehicular
communications and networking. Advances in research can now provide reliable communication
links between vehicles and everything (V2X). Meanwhile, the capability and intelligence of vehicles
are being rapidly enhanced, and this will have the potential of supporting a plethora of new exciting
applications, which will integrate fully autonomous vehicles, Intelligent transportation system, the
Internet of Things (IoT), and the environment. These trends will bring about an era of intelligent
CV, which will heavily depend upon communications, computing, and data analytic technologies.
By 2025, there will be 116 million connected cars in the U.S. − and according to one estimate by
Hitachi, each of those connected cars will upload 25 gigabytes of data to the cloud per hour. If
you do the math, that’s 219 terabytes each year, and by 2025, it works out to roughly 25 billion
terabytes of total connected car data each year 1. To store and process the massive amount of data
generated by intelligent CV, onboard local processing and cloud computing will not be sufficient,
due to resource/power constraints and communication overhead/latency, respectively. By deploying
storage and computing resources at the wireless network edge, e.g., radio access points, the edge
information system (EIS), including edge caching, edge computing, and edge AI, will play a key
role in the future intelligent CV. Such system will provide not only low-latency content delivery
and computation services, but also localized data acquisition, aggregation and processing.
Distributed Computing on Localized Networks
To solve the problems of data processing and traffic on the existing local and cloud systems described
above, we introduce “Distributed Computing on Localized Networks”. In this concept, several
localized networks accommodate the connectivity of vehicles in their respective areas of coverage.
Computation power is added to these localized networks to enable them to process local data,
allowing connected vehicles to obtain responses in a timely fashion.
The concept is characterized by three key aspects:
1. Localized Network. A local network that covers a limited number of connected vehicles in
a certain area. This splits the huge amount of data traffic into reasonable volumes per area
of data traffic between vehicles and the cloud.
2. Distributed Computing. Computation resources are geographically distributed within the
vicinity of the localized networks terminations. This reduces the concentration of compu-
tation and shortens the processing time needed to conclude a transaction with a connected
vehicle.
1https://venturebeat.com/2018/12/04/vehicle-telematics-data-could-unlock-1-5-trillion-in-future-
revenue-for-automakers/
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Figure 1: Vehicle Edge Computing
3. Local Data Integration Platform. Integration of local data by utilizing the combination
of the localized network and distributed computation. By narrowing relevant information
down to a specific area, data can be rapidly processed to integrate information and notify
connected vehicles in real time.
Vehicle Edge Computing
As mentioned above, the “Distributed Computing on Localized Networks” concept has three key
aspects that need to be implemented, and edge computing is one promising technology, due to its
features and advantages, that could be adopted to realize this concept. In the automotive use cases,
edge computing technology will provide an end-to-end system architecture framework that enables
distribution of computation processes over localized networks.
The edge computing technology used for our concept of “Distributed Computing on Localized
Networks” consists of two key components: the network and the computation resources. The
network is designed to split data traffic into several localities that cover reasonable numbers of
connected vehicles. The computation resources are hierarchically distributed and layered in a
topology-aware fashion to accommodate localized data and to allow large volumes of data to be
processed in a timely manner (see Figure 1). In this infrastructure framework, localized data
collected via local networks and wide area data stored in the central cloud are integrated in the
edge computing architecture to provide real-time information necessary for the services of connected
vehicles. In the context of edge computing for automotive, the “edge” means the hierarchically
distributed non-central clouds where computation resources are deployed, and edge computing
technology can be used to design such a flexible topology-aware cloud infrastructure.
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